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Chemistry - courses in basic, courses of Organic Chemistry. When we have our children we want a licensed
well trained doctor to care for our children. Pediatrician when people hear that word they automatically think
of baby doctor which is true. At a young age I knew I wanted to be a doctor. If you love babies, children, and
love helping people out the pediatric medical field is the one for you and at the end of the day you won't regret
it. The second kind of job available is a Pediatric Specialist which specializes in various fields of study, the
third is Neonatologist which received special training in treating and caring for premature babies or infants.
With the medical pediatrician field there are different kinds of jobs available like the general regular
pediatrician which focuses mostly overall on the health of babies, children, and teens. It was not till I was
eleven that I knew I wanted to work with kids too. For as long as I can remember, I have wanted to be a
pediatrician You'll have physical, emotional, and mental challenges. They say there is not much room for
personal time or family time, but in the end it can be quite rewarding. Health science is where you help others
with their health and body. Professional writers and researchers Sources and citation are provided 3 hour
delivery. The first one of course is high school you have to take all your chemistry, biology, calculus, english
and all those classes and pass them with at least a B. Also while in high school you'll need to get involved with
tour school in some kind of activities and join clubs. Rather then someone who just went through school so
they could make money but someone who loves children and has a love for what they do. She looked at me
and asked why I wanted to know. Pediatricians care for infants, children, teenagers, and young adults. Get an
expert to write your essay! When visiting this doctor they will do several checkups, test if needed, physicals,
and will prescribe medication if it is needed. Do you want to be a doctor, lawyer, engineer, architect, designer,
or something else? There are several choices of areas to choice from and this is where your confirmation of
things will come in at so you'll be sure where you're going. There's another step but its optional if you want to
go on to a sub-specialize of Fellowship. Now, half way through my junior year in high school, I have started
to question the details of this career, and all the hard work it takes to become a part of the medical field. As
most could tell from my major, biomedical science wanting to peruse a career as a pediatrician, I either love
children as well as the medical field or I just really love college. But as you get higher in your career the more
your money goes up you just have to be patient. I learned from this experience what I wanted to become in life
and why I wanted to become this. Doctors period have people lives in there hands but pediatricians have
babies and toddlers lives in their hands little children that haven't did anything to anybody so its important for
them to catch every detail. In order to become a pediatrician, many years of college are required. That's apart
of it you have to deal with stressed out parents but have to stay profession and compassionate. Pediatricians
are the primary doctors who will see patients for anything from a minor illness or injury to a major illness or
injury. Many adults who have children will have a pediatrician to help with the medical needs of their child.
What I Know I know pediatricians are people who carry their career with them wherever they go.


